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Hello Dear 'Association’s of Trade, Business and 

Industry, Engineering or Agroculture and 

Development, Utilities and Finances 

 

Let my performances, King Peter Gottwald, today I want for You before the invitation in the interest of 

the cooperation and development of trade with Your Weighted Corporations, and corporation’s  in 

industries, businesses and corporations who may find interest for the opportunity to develop and expand 

its own business structure and launch new markets of  The Independent Government Imperium of 

Diamond's in territories north Africa Bir Tawil as the business opportunity to commonly develop and 

utilize new Global infrastructure mineral resources and transport centers in positions of international 

waters to free movement, or even on the territory of free space in Universe, on Orbit, early The Orbital 

Cities and Towns, others planet and in the case of cooperation on the production of special-type 

technology will enable and exploit development of Common Centers in other Galaxies. 

The Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's promises security to the economy Territory Bir Tawil, 

the ability to build a stable market and GDP at a minimum level 50.000.000.000.000 Euro in the first five 

full months of development activities and cooperation Bir Tawil. Cooperation trade includes the 

possibility of soon to markets Imperium of Diamond's in the position of other planets in the Universe, in 

the interests of economic networks that significantly surpass the economic value of our planet Earth, or 

for example, the positions of business networks of new Corporatocracy government with options of 

global collaboration of corporations and so is the opportunity to use forms of political position and 

activities. 

The Signature of The Ging Peter Gottwald, The ID’s 
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Please, if You and Your association or corporate members and marketers, if you own interested, 

I'll ask for ,,Documents downloaded or Legal use’’ from an online source, according to the 

Internet-link’s and sources. 

I want to ask about the possibility of direct visits to Internet-Serwer for the opportunity to get more 

information and contact: 

 http://www.theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com 

The possibility for establishing a new branch office and create a new business, developing your 

business. 

 http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-global-multi-outsourcing 

Corporatocracy as additional interest on communication theme of our relationship: 

 http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-corporatocracy-government 

Global Option for International Policy collaboration and Business Development of WD Alliance. 

 http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-world-diamond-international 

The Culture Center cooperation: 

 http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-culture-center 

The Offshore cooperation 

 https://www.docdroid.net/qCdiZPm/the-offshore-company-services-be-the-government-support0001.pdf.html 

Special Agreement form’s of possibilities for development The ID’s New Federal State’s and 

Civilization’s according The Business cooperation between trader’s and corporation’s in new form of 

Political Activity, Legal form under The UN Charter and International Right’s 

 https://www.docdroid.net/sCcb3an/the-id-passport-special-certification-of-aplication-for-citizenship.pdf.html 

****************** 

The Bir Tawil Province Office Government of The Imperium of 

Diamond's plan's it's own development in industry's interest in the structure of Robotic's 

Industry, Galactic ship's and Industry of engineering, Chemical Industry, Transport Industry of 

transport equipment, Industrial Machinery & Mechatronic's, Recycling Raw Resources production & 

Industry, Weapon's and their production, Laboratory Activities for Industry & Industrial work and 

Engineering, Electronics Industry, Engineering from Bacteria and Organism's, Cyber Industry, 

Digital Industry, Biological and Genetic Engineering Industry and Industry in the form of Artificial 

Intelligence of Android's and Mechanical Organism, the Industry profit Laboratory Supplies and Raw 

Material's Mining, Rubber Industry and Processing, Pharmaceutical Industry, Oil Industry, Textile 

Industry, Paper Industry, Food Industry, Construction and Ceramic's, Scientific Industries, Glass 

Industry, Banking and Services, Recreation and Urban Services, Digital Industry, Music and Movie 

Industry, other special field's and Industrial option's. 

 

Stable development grow of Gross Domestic Production, Infrastructure of Civilization and 

value of Curency, with system’s of Dual Curency. 

______________________________ 

http://www.theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-global-multi-outsourcing
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-corporatocracy-government
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-world-diamond-international
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-culture-center
https://www.docdroid.net/qCdiZPm/the-offshore-company-services-be-the-government-support0001.pdf.html
https://www.docdroid.net/sCcb3an/the-id-passport-special-certification-of-aplication-for-citizenship.pdf.html
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The Bir Tawil, start in Colony Second Phase, one of Global Center's of Colonies, 

one of Civilization Federal Government ID's 

 
 
Terra Nullius territory, claimed be The Imperium of Diamond's in 1998, territory between board's of The 

Sudan and Egypt republic's. 

 
Space for population of 10.000.000 person's, with posibilities to development civilization capacity 

for 30.000.000 of person. After population development and natural increase of population have 

posibilities for strategicaly use of Flayng Cities, and Orbital Cities. Space for start in 70.000.000 

people. 

 

The first number, 10 milion people as the population will be obtained in the first year. 

 Consumption of water infrastructure in the interests of the population is 300 milion cube every day. 

Financial gains every day can achieve in value by 60 miliard's euros every day. Gross Domestic 

Production per 1 Year of Water Consumption is in value of 40-50.000.000.000.000 Euro. Water 

Economy,  1 DMD to  90 -120 $. 

 Special systems infrastructure for the possibility of lowering the temperature in the streets, automatic air 

conditioning by utilizing cyclisation atmospheric air via the water tank's. 

 Special Hi Tech agriculture system. Size of the basic agricultural center is a 15 x 5 kilometer. The ability to 

produce coarse food for 10 milion people for a whole year. Cows, chickens, potatoes, carrots, tomatoes, 

beans, lentils, peppers, apples, rice, melon, peach, plum, cherry, gooseberry, currant, orange, black and 

white olives, more than 30 kinds of spices and much more else. Grains Bakery working to consumerism 

for 10 milion people every day. The budget agricultural center at the same time can produce many of the 

ingredients in the interests of the international market. Only in Start. 

 The following area agricultural area will be designated for the development of plantations for industrial 

plants and wildlife. Rubber, cotton, other plants usable in pharmaceuticals and healthcare. 

 Automatic system airy tubular post for transferring mail documents, transfer of garbage from households 

and industry, transfer of other basic package system connects each house and the station. 

 23 and 25 rail stations, with special tracks of automated transport and the ability of exploitation rate 

of 100 milion kilometers per hour, and the population distribution of materials, the possibility to extend for 

Foreign Relations. 

 Airline digital Ways for population and material traffic across 25 floors digital paths in the air, with a 

minimum of 80,000 x parking. 

 Plan to build a water route that will be a water harbor, a water route is planned as a river between Sudan 

and Egypt, the Arabian Sea, the river is the option to extend into the Nile in Egypt. 

 Airport for international travel 11 to 15 stations, four stations as the center which is designed only for the 

population. 

 Airports Orbital Travel as The Orbital Port, 11 and 15 stations, two hours time-limit trips to orbit and 

back. 

 1x special Airport for travel between galaxies, The Galaxy Port or The Universal Port, the ability to 

travel to the territory of another galaxy ave universe, a distance of more than 1 quadrillion light years, 

beyond the limit of the observable universe. 

 Transportes Consumption of fuels, only electrical energy and also the possibility of using biogas, bio 

diesel. 

 Own production of biogas and biodiesel. Internal use with option's for International trade. 
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 Basic Warehouse zone for Internal and International Transport store is 70 square kilometers. High Tech 

technology systems may increase the Warehouse Center transports of container to well over an area of 

7,000 square kilometers. 

 Bassic civilization will be designed for electricity consumption in the form of 20 nuclear power plant 

units. Civilization use only secure technology without the risk of catastrophe. Imperium Technology of 

Diamond's can actually produce the same dimensions, in the form of 20 units of the nuclear energy, 

20.000 MWe. In the case of the development of civilization to the level of 30 million people population, 

then the energy industry upgrading to level 70 block plants, 70.000 MWe. 

 Paper recycling, water, food, metals, some chemicals, organic waste, electronics, striving for the 

development of recycling in the interest of all raw materials. Use as The Cycle Center's of National Mine 

and Sources. 

 From 9 to 15 major broadcasting radio signal. Internet, digital television, radio, many forms of Intra net, 

Android Net, 3D world, security infrastructure, much more. The system is extended to the ability to contact 

The Air Cities and in The Orbital Town's in circular flay on orbit around the planet Earth. 

 Plan special systems for automobile production. Creating your first 15 automobile factories. Production for 

the 10 million population, according to the period of economic budget. 

 Development for the possibility of electrical machinery, mechatronics, robotics, industrial systems, 

transportation, electronics, robotics, and many other technologies behind consumer. According to the 

basic factors of modern civilization and opportunities for international markets. 

 A city which is built from a skyscraper's and advanced buildings. Each apartment with a minimum size in 

diameter as 25 x 25 meters. The population of 10 milion people. The urban dimension only 8 x 7 

kilometer. Comercional center for commerce resulting own dimension in the form of 24 x 21 kilometers. 

The City is therefore quite with dimensions of 32 x 28 kilometers, one urban civilization in the Central 

block area. 

 Plan for the construction of over 7.000 residential skyscraper as a social center with the ability to 

accommodate 5,000 families, 10,000 people. The Commercial City Center with plans for development at 

the level of 20.000 skyscraper, recreation and tourism, sports, Business and other activities. Four large 

gardens, nature reserves. 

 Population and agriculture, an area roughly as 500 square kilometers. Industry in the form of an area of 

1,500 square kilometers. Special high tech systems can increase the dimension of industrial soils to a level 

of 75,000 square kilometers. Other industrial centers can be placed in orbit around the Earth, or other 

places in the Universe. 

 Four blocks. The Central block for the development of civilization, agriculture and industry. South 

Block for the development of military infrastructure bassic format. Eastern bloc for central transport 

format and at the same time raw material warehouse or international material. Western bloc as a High 

Tech industrial zone's. 

 Military Infrastructure developed in every block and center's. 

 

Your Investment = 100% Back Profit and rapidly growt ! 

Cooperation posibilities between every Government's, Bank's, Corporation's, 

 International Monetary Fund's, Business Investor's 
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First investment: The need is to be able Government Office, Official functions of communication, 

conferencies, information development, contact center. Business activities Development and 

manufacturing of pre-emptive networks worldwide, enlarging political relations. 

First Investment and Trade Cooperation: Constructing a special water centers (Arabic sea, Indian 

ocean, Atlantic ocean, Pacific ocean, North ocean, Mediterranean sea) in vision technology for 

profit Special Generators for production of metallic materials from the water zone's, at the same time the 

ability to get pure water and (90.000.000.000 Euro in economy cyclus every day) salt, other raw 

materials. Stock and initial processing of fish, system use as a port for Ships, Aircraft, Iono-

Truck's. Water Economic activities. Possibility to use as a hangar and harlots Middle 

industry, construction work. In the future as a production ship and water technology. Form of 

mechanical Artificial Island in the water’s. 

Special Water center's, the value of investments may be of interest to the management of business 

cooperation, so only minimally, with certainty paying your profits to several weeks, calculation 

for Miliard's Euro. 

Part of the plan is to gain investment effort for the foundation soil survey Bir Tawil via radio 

detection effort to obtain an analysis of soil, iron ore, precious stone, a type of clay building materials, 

oil, coal, gold and diamonds more. 

Major projects to take advantage of every raw material sourcing option for immediate establishing 

an automated mine for the extraction of raw materials, also has the financial and investment ability to 

instantly build the infrastructure of factories for the processing of raw materials. 

Master plan is contacted by other corporations around the world, thus setting up special centers for the 

production of laboratory materials. Diamonds, silver, propulsion, materials, today is the possibility 

of autonomously in the laboratory to produce more than 100 kinds of materials, it means the ability to 

instantly expand the plan and project's construction of civilization to level with the ability to 

instantly payout on your investment. Development plans of raw materials we can utilize recycling 

system, because security is the ability to establish a new recycling center to function/re-production as a 

raw material source. 

Second of investment: The basic infrastructure of civilization. Factories for the production of electronic 

ovens, robotic arms, metalworking and materials, foundry, engineering, industrial Manufactures 

network processor. Processing of raw materials for manufacturing Electric generators. Production of 

special Iono cars and trucks. Investments are always returned in a few weeks, the gain is 100%. 

 

 

Is the need to provide personal communications. 
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Subsequently, we stand together we can expand many forms of our common 

friendship and trade activities on a global dimension to business networks or the 

political level. 

In the event that the Federal government Imperium of Diamond's, not can to pay all the financial 

agreement's and treaties, then there is the possibility to ensure the cooperation of Creditors, as the 

person who receives special privileges for support of organized trade in the interests of 

international common markets with other banks, countries' governments and business 

corporations, with BONUSESS PROFIT. 

Organizational activities is based on the ability to act political strategy member of  Council of 

Central Bank of The Imperium of Diamond's, Bir Tawil right for the establishment of an unlimited 

number of business corporations, the opportunity to expand international markets that are in 

denominations from Tens of Millions to over Hundreds of Miliard's of Euros in per contact with 

one the country's government. 

The Federal government Imperium of Diamond's at the same time strategically 

provides capabilities for the development of their own civilization to the level that is 

able through a basic infrastructure industry, the ability to reach the 30 days of the 

economic budget that immediately pay all investments. The investment is equal to 

100% of the profits from the return of investment. 

 

**************************** 

 

 

 

*The ID’s primary design of Banknote, every 1 second value of The 

845.500.000.000.000.000x time’s of Global Economy GDP 2015 
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Strategies for Gross Start a part of the water 

industry using modern technology ID's 

 

 

 Investing in Metallurgy, each investor will receive 100% profit on his investment. 

 

 Federal government Imperium of Diamond's being formed own land survey Bir Tawil, then we 

will be created survey of water resources in International waters, the next step will be 

obtaining resources of raw materials on the territories of other planets and in meteorites. 

 

 Extraction will be created through the acquisition of services as a corporation for mining and 

sale simultaneously by creating ID's Governmental & National own corporation for mining. 

 

 Minimum value of the Iron Ore Mines and amenities and other metals is over 10.000.000.000 

Euros at the start. Goal of civilization Bir Tawil is to develop the maximum level and use all 

available resources. 

 Next destination is the use of metallurgy and capabilities for production of steel constructions, 

warming and manufactured technology. Therefore they arise Special Aircrafts Ship's that are 

due to import water from marine center's. 

 1 Air-Boat can bring the water up to 15 minutes, 300x50x50 m, using an average of 1,000 lines 

as first base of quality technology and system's geometric intelligence forces. Value per Air-boat 

may be in proportion 200.000.000-300.000.000 Euro in the first moments of the economic 

budget. 

 Price of corporation ID's for engineering centers for production of Flying Ship will be worth 50 

miliard euros in trade. 

 

 Subsequently metallurgy will be used for securing the ID's Corporation for production of special 

technologies to excavate land and labor in mining interests. One Special Excavator may possess 

values of minimum 5.000.000 Euro. 

 Price corporations and industrial zones to produce such technology may be in denominations of 

400 Milion Euro, if it is planned to develop only 80 dredge for ground excavations works. 
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 Aquatic Center to gain clean water is positioned in international waters in order for 

the extraction of water through desalting thermal activity, and subsequent purification 

fundamental process of filtration, organic filtration and sand filtration. 

 Market value per Aquatics Centre will be the first day of 19.000.000.000 Euro, following days 

value will drop to poor performance and therefore annual profit on aquatic centers will be in the 

ratio of 2.130.000.000.000 Euro for the whole year. 

 

 Water reservoir located on the territory Bir Tawil, because they will contain enough water 

for daily consumption in the interests of the first population to 10 million people, subsequent 

consumption in agriculture, consumption in industry and in chemistry consumption in urban 

areas of irrigation and recreation. 

 Total profit for content consumption from water reservoirs will be at the rate of 

29.000.000.000.000 Euro/ 1 Year. The price for one cubic meter of drinking water will be the 

conversion of values for 12 Euro/1mq. 

 Subsequent recycling of water may be in the shared values of 7-15.000.000.000.000 Euro. 

Recycling target is to maintain the operation of the recycling cycle at full power, to create 

an Internal raw water source on the territory of Bir Tawil. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The total budget of Watter economy to market water consumption, the calculation comparable as  

40 to over 50.000.000.000.000 euros 

per One Year. 
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Therefore, in case of looking at the coin value of DMD, in comparison to the US dollar exchange rate, 

then we will realize that through the aqueous economies Bir Tawil, the price per coin will exceed a 

record 1 DMD to 90 - 120 $$. 

 

Development plans Bir Tawil, civilization for 10 milion people, the 

economy worth 10 Quintilion Euro per year. 

 

Development plans for Bir Tawil, The One Great City, & The Leviting 

Cities, The Orbital Cities, the ability of a minimum capacity for 

130 milion people in 20 of the year full 

settlement. Imperium of Diamond's own ability to get enough of the population to realize the 

full budget capacity. 

Today, the first population of 10 milion people in the values of up to one year. 

 

Population gain on tourism may in values additional 100 milion people 

capacity every day. 

 

 

The ID’s Fed. Gov. Architecture: 

https://youtu.be/nxP6d31cikI 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/nxP6d31cikI
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I Thank you for Your cooperation, and I hope in your interest and direction for progress. Together 

the first steps of cooperation may be based for facilities Conference activities and dissemination of 

information about the cooperation and at the same time for the development and commercial 

enterprises, the profit of cooperation was high. I hope for you soon, and I believe in our joint 

support. 

 

Thank you, have a nice day 

The King Peter Gottwald 

Peter Gottwald, The King of The Imperium of Diamond’s Federal Government 

 

………………………… 

The King Peter Gottwald and The Royal Council: 
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-imperium-of-diamond-s/the-king-royal-council 

 

http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-imperium-of-diamond-s/the-king-royal-council

